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A study of the YBCO/PBCO/YBCO ramp junctions with and without PBCO barrier shows that the Josephson and normal 
state behavior of these structures are determined by the thickness of the PBCO barrier and its nature. The boundary resistance 
and depression of the YBCO superconducting parameters near the interface do not strongly affect the junction characteristic. For 
thicknesses of 8 to 20 nm of the PBCO barrier the Josephson coupling is established through the high resistive barrier and the 
behavior of the junctions is better described by a SNINS model than by a SNS weak link model. Proximity effect, resonant 
tunneling and strong pair breaking mechanisms are discussed to explain the experimental characteristics. Good agreement with 
the experimental dependence of the IcR, product on the temperature and on the PBCO barrier thickness was obtained ifa strong 
pair breaking mechanisms in the barrier is taken into account. 

1. Introduction 

The opera t ion  of  superconduct ing devices at rel- 
at ively high tempera tures  T ~  40-77  K puts some re- 
qui rements  on their  parameters .  The  absolute  value 
of  the crit ical current  Ic must  be several t imes  higher 
than the thermal  noise level l,h=2nkBT/Cbo. For  
nonhysteret ic  opera t ion  the d imensionless  parame-  

ter f l j=(~o/2M¢CR~) ~/~- must  be flj>_- 1. Here C is 
the junc t ion  capaci tance and R .  is the normal  state 
resistance. For  junc t ions  or S Q U I D s  in the op t imal  
operat ing regime the m a x i m u m  achievable  voltage 
modula t ion  in an appl ied  magnet ic  field is 
AV. ,~ IcR . /2  and the m a x i m u m  flux responsi ty  is 
OV/O~~IcR. /~o.  The resistance R .  o f  the super-  
conduct ing devices should match the resistance of  
other  e lements  of  the circuit.  

These requirements  mainly  concern the achieva- 
ble IcR, product,  its temperature  dependence and the 
I¢(R,) dependence.  These parameters  and  depen-  
dences differ for all p roposed  high-T¢ junct ions ,  such 
as grain boundary  junc t ions  [ 1-5 ], weak link struc- 
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tures with a low ohmic  noble metal  [ 6,7 ], mul t i layer  
epi taxial  s tructures [ 8 - 1 0 ] ,  junc t ions  with passiva-  
t ion o f  the YBa2Cu3Ox surface in a p lasma [ 1 1 ] or 
with an N-YBCO layer depos i ted  at low tempera-  
tures [ 12]. The Josephson coupling between the su- 
perconduct ing  electrodes is es tabl ished in different  
ways: through the high angle grain boundary,  through 
the layer of  low ohmic  Ag or  Ag /Au ,  high ohmic  
PrBa2CusOx or  Nb-doped  SrTiO3. Al though the Jo- 
sephson effect via response to magnet ic  field or mi-  
crowave i r rad ia t ion  was observed in most  o f  these 
structures,  the nature  o f  the bar r ie r  often remains  
unclear. The  influence o f  the bar r ie r  nature  and in- 
terface qual i ty  on the Josephson and normal  state 
junc t ion  behavior  is the key p rob lem for the im- 
p rovemen t  of  the high-To junc t ion  parameters .  

Atomical ly  sharp boundar ies  in SNS structures and 
low carr ier  scattering at the interfaces seem to be en- 
sured in mul t i layer  structures having a s imi lar  crys- 
tal structure.  PrBazCu30,.  ( P B C O )  is a convenient  
semiconductor - l ike  mater ia l  which is i somorphic  to 
the high-To superconductor  ( H T S )  YBa2Cu3Ox 
(YBCO)  and can be used as a bar r ie r  material .  Our  
study of  the Y B C O / P B C O / Y B C O  mult i layers  and  
Josephson r amp  junc t ions  [10 ,13-15]  shows high 
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quality crystal structures and interlayer boundaries 
as well as reproducible characteristics, including IcR, 
products up to 8 mV at 4.2 K, clear Josephson be- 
havior and scaling of the junction parameters with 
the junction area. For better understanding of the 
Josephson effect in the YBCO/PBCO/YBCO ramp 
structures a more detailed study of the mechanisms 
of the current passage through this barrier layer is 
needed. 

In this article the general characteristics of the 
YBCO/PBCO/YBCO ramp (low angle edge) junc- 
tions with different barrier thicknesses are studied. 
The influence of the boundary resistance between 
different epitaxial layers is estimated from the study 
of the junctions without a PBCO barrier layer. Dif- 
ferent mechanisms of current passage through the 
PBCO barrier are discussed in order to explain the 
observed junction behavior and the reduction of the 
IcR,  products in the YBCO/PBCO/YBCO junctions. 

2. Characterization of the YBCO/PBCO/YBCO 
ramp junctions 

We have previously reported on the fabrication 
process of high quality epitaxial high-T~ ramp type 
YBCO/PBCO/YBCO Josephson junctions [ 10,15 ]. 
Briefly, all layers were deposited by a modified off- 
axis sputtering technique. The base YBCO electrode 
was covered by a thick ( >  250 nm) PBCO layer to 
avoid electrical shunting of the superconducting 
electrodes in the overlap area. The edge of the junc- 
tion was created by low angle Ar ion beam etching. 
The thin PBCO barrier layer and the YBCO top layer 
were deposited on the edge of the base electrode after 
additional cleaning of the edge surface by a low power 
Ar ion beam. The desired junction structure was de- 
fined by photolithographic patterning and ion beam 
etching. The thickness of the layers was set by the 
sputtering time of the well-calibrated and reprodu- 
cible deposition process and was checked by a step 
profilometer. 

The junctions cross section area was determined 
as A = w × d / s i n O ,  where w is the junction width, d 
is the thickness of the base electrode and 0 is the an- 
gle of  the junction edge. This geometrical value is 
close to the value of the junction area determined 
from the modulation of the critical current in an ap- 

plied magnetic field, as we reported earlier [ 14]. The 
normal state resistance R, was determined from the 
linear part of the current-voltage characteristics at 
high voltages V~ 10-30 mV. The accuracy of this 
method was checked by suppression of the critical 
current by microwave irradiation. The slope of the 
I -  V characteristics (IVC) between the microwave- 
induced current steps agrees well with the slope of 
the IVC at higher voltages V~ 10-30 mV. The esti- 
mated accuracy of the critical current density Jc and 
R~A product values is about 20 percent. 

Characterization of the YBCO/PBCO/YBCO 
junctions with different areas and barrier thick- 
nesses [ 14,15 ] shows clear Josephson behavior in an 
applied magnetic field and under microwave irra- 
diation as well as the uniformity of  the junction pa- 
rameters and their scaling with junction area. The 
fabrication process is controllable and reproducible 
for this type of all high-To junctions. 

The coherence length of the PBCO barrier can be 
estimated from the dependence of the critical cur- 
rent density Jc on the barrier thickness L. To a good 
approximation J¢ decreases exponentially as L in- 
creases from L>~ 10 nm. Using the expression [16] 

lnJc ~ In J ~ o - L / ~ . ,  (1) 

we have estimated the effective coherence length to 
be ~. ~ 5-8 nm, as we reported and discussed earlier 
[14,15]. 

The Josephson and normal state junction char- 
acteristics depend strongly on the interlayer bound- 
ary resistance, the thickness of the PBCO barrier layer 
and the physical nature of  the PBCO barrier mate- 
rial. First we will consider the interlayer boundary 
resistance. The similar crystal structure of  the YBCO 
and PBCO layers gives the opportunity to produce 
high quality heteroepitaxial YBCO/PBCO/YBCO 
multilayers. The main question concerns the quality 
of  the edge of the base electrode after final low en- 
ergy ion beam cleaning before deposition of the 
PBCO barrier layer and top YBCO electrode. 

Junctions without a PBCO barrier have been stud- 
ied to estimate the influence of the ex-situ fabrica- 
tion process and the quality of  the edge surface on 
the boundary resistance R b value and on the depres- 
sion of the YBCO superconducting parameters near 
the interface. These junctions have been prepared 
under similar multilayer process conditions, includ- 
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ing ion beam etching and edge surface cleaning pa- 
rameters. At T> Tc the measured resistance of the 
junctions is the sum of the series connected base and 
top YBCO electrodes resistances. The critical tem- 
perature Too of the junctions is equal to the critical 
temperature of the top electrode T~o=87.5 K (for 
the base electrode T~o is 88 K). Figure 1 shows the 
temperature dependence of the critical current den- 
sity Jc of the YBCO/YBCO junction (curve A) and 
of the YBCO/PBCO/YBCO junction with a barrier 
thickness of 8 nm. The J~(T) dependence of the 
YBCO/YBCO junctions is J~~ ( T o - T )  2, which is 
typical for junctions with a thin PBCO barrier [ 10 ]. 
However, the absolute value of the critical current 
density Jc(T) is several orders of magnitude higher 
than that of the junctions with a PBCO barrier at the 
same temperatures, as fig. 1 shows. The critical cur- 
rent Ic scales with the width of the junction in the 
range of w= 5-40 pm. 

The upper limit of the interface boundary resis- 
tance for such junctions is estimated to be Rb~<3- 
7× 10 -9 ~ c m  -~. This value is negligible in compar- 
ison with typical values of Rb of the junction with a 
PBCO barrier thickness L =  6-20 nm. 

These results show that the damage of the surface 
due to the fabrication process used, has a very small 
effect on the boundary resistances and the supercon- 
ducting properties of the junctions. All YBCO and 
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Fig. 1. Temperature dependence of the critical current density Jc 
of the YBCO/YBCO junctions without PBCO barrier (curve A) 
and of the junctions with a PBCO barrier thickness of 8 nm (curve 
B). 
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PBCO layers are deposited in analogous conditions. 
YBCO and PBCO materials have a similar crystal 
structure, a similar effect of oxygen on the structural 
ortho-tetra phase transition, etc. [17]. Thus, the 
boundary resistance Rb between the YBCO and 
PBCO layers is expected to be in the same range 
Rb~<3-7× 10 -9 ~ c m  2. We will use these results for 
the analysis of the effect of the PBCO barrier in the 
YBCO/PBCO/YBCO structure. 

The strength of the Josephson coupling between 
the superconducting electrodes depends on the na- 
ture of the barrier and the quality of the supercon- 
ducting electrodes in the near barrier region. In the 
different types of proposed Josephson structures the 
mechanisms of the current passage may be different. 
A comparison of the dependences of the critical cur- 
rent density Jc on the junction specific resistance R,A 
in the different types of the junctions can clarify the 
effect of the PBCO barrier. 

Figure 2 shows the experimental data for the 
Jc(R~A) dependence of the YBCO/PBCO/YBCO 
ramp junctions (marked by a triangle, fitting curve 
A), of the grain boundary junctions (GBJ) on a 
SrTiO3 bicrystal (from ref. [ 1 ], curve B), of the in- 
tergrain weak links on a MgO crystal (from ref. [3], 
curve C) and of YBCO/N-YBCO/YBCO ramp 
junctions with a non-perovskite YBCO barrier layer 
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Fig. 2. Critical current density as a function of the specific junc- 
tion resistance R~4 of the different junctions: Y B C O / P B C O /  
YBCO junctions (marked by triangle, curve A);  GBJ on SrTiOs 
bicrystals (from ref. [ 1 ], marked by cross, curve B ); GBJ on MgO 
crystal (from ref. [3],  marked by square, curve C) and YBCO/  
N-YBCO/YBCOjunct ions  (from ref. [ 12], marked by box).  
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(from ref. [12], marked by a square). The depen- 
dence of J~ on the junction specific resistance of our 
YBCO/PBCO/YBCO junctions is fitted by the curve 
J~~(R, ,4) -"  with m = l . 2 .  For SNS structures 
Jc ~ (R,A) -2, while for SINS junctions J~~ (R,A) - t  
[ 18 ]. The observed experimental dependence more 
closely resembles the SINS structures, while the 
J~(R~A ) dependence of the GBJ and of the junctions 
with low ohmic natural barriers is close to the the- 
oretical dependence of SNS structures. Also differ- 
ent types of junctions give a similar J~ at different 
R,A values. At J~~ 1 0 2 - 1 0 3  A/cm 2, the R~I values 
are ~< 10 - 9  ~"~cm 2 for low ohmic weak link struc- 
tures, ~ 1 0 - 8 - 1 0  - 7  ~ ' ) c m  2 for GBJ and 1 0 - 7 - 1 0  - 5  

f~ cm 2 for YBCO/PBCO/YBCO ramp junctions (see 
fig. 2). So the nature of the barrier and hence the 
strength of the Josephson coupling are different in 
the mentioned types of junctions. 

The temperature dependence of the normal state 
resistance for YBCO/PBCO/YBCO junctions with 
a thick (L > ~.) barrier is not typical for a simple SNS 
structure. For SNS structures with L>~ ,  and L>> l 
(l is the mean free path of the carriers), the normal 
state resistance is governed by the N-layer resistance 
R o and the boundary resistance B~ and B2: 

R, ~Rp+Bl +B2,  (2) 

where B~ and B2 denote the boundary resistance be- 
tween the PBCO barrier and YBCO base and top 
electrodes, respectively. As we discussed earlier, the 
boundary resistance is negligible for these structures 
compared to the barrier resistance Rp. Thus, if we 
suggest YBCO/PBCO/YBCO junctions to be SNS 
weak link structures, for large thicknesses of the bar- 
rier, L >> ~n, Rn must reflect the semiconductor-like 
temperature dependence R(T)  for PBCO [16]. 
Meanwhile the junction resistance R. varies insig- 
nificantly at low temperatures and different thick- 
nesses of the barrier. Figure 3 shows the junction re- 
sistance Rn for L = 8  nm and L = 2 0  nm. Typically, 
R, decreases with decreasing temperature down to 4 
K for L <  10 nm, in contrast to the junction resis- 
tance R, (T)  for L >/15-20 nm. However, the total 
change in the resistance at temperatures T< Tc is 
negligible in comparison to the R (T)  dependence of 
bulk PBCO material. For different barrier thick- 
nesses the PBCO barrier resistivity R,A/L  is 0.3-0.4 
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Fig. 3. Temperature dependence of  the junction resistance at 
PBCO barrier thicknesses L: (a) L = 8  nm, (b) L = 2 0  nm. 

f~cm for L ~ 8 - 1 0  nm and 3-4 ~ c m  for L ~  15-20 
r im.  

A weak temperature dependence of the junction 
resistance is more typical for tunnel type junctions 
and cannot be described by an SNS model. This re- 
suit, the Jc(R~4) dependence and high specific re- 
sistance values of our junctions indicate that the Jo- 
sephson coupling in the YBCO/PBCO/YBCO 
junctions is established through a high resistive bar- 
rier layer. With respect to these characteristics the 
junctions are better described by a SNINS tunneling 
model. Nevertheless, some junction characteristics 
are typical for SNS weak link structures such as the 
SNS-like I -  V curves, the excess current and the tem- 
perature dependence of the critical current near Tc 
[ 15 ]. Therefore the junctions studied can hardly be 
described by simple SNS weak link or SIS tunnel 
models. Next we will consider some more complex 
models for directly conducting and tunnel junctions. 
The comparison with experimental results, espe- 
cially the dependence of the Id2, products on tem- 
perature and barrier thickness will be discussed in 
section 4. 

3. Models for current passage in the YBCO/PBCO/ 
YBCO edge junctions 

3.1. Proximity effect in the multilayer junctions 

For many proposed SNS structures [ I -12]  the" 
proximity effect is an intrinsic behavior. Due to the 
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small coherence length and low carrier density in 
HTS and the high sensitivity of  the HTS behavior to 
its oxygen content, two effects are possible for SNS 
or SIS structures with HTS electrodes. Firstly, the 
superconducting order parameter in HTS is de- 
pressed in the vicinity of  the barrier. Secondly, a fi- 
nite transparency of the SN boundary, which is de- 
scribed as an additional boundary resistance Rb, 
arises between HTS electrodes and the barrier layer. 
A detailed study of the proximity effect in the "dirty" 
limit with different boundary conditions has been 
made by Kupriyanov et al. [ 18-22 ]. Their calcula- 
tions are based on the solution of the Usadel equa- 
tions with different boundary conditions at the SN 
boundary in SNS, SNIS or SNINS structures. The 
proximity coupling and the above-mentioned two ef- 
fects depend on two dimensionless parameters: 

7=Ps~s/P,~,,  7b = R b l P . ~ , ,  (3)  

where p and ~ are the resistivity and the coherence 
length. The indices s and n refer to the S and N layer, 
respectively. For SNS structures with Ag or Au as a 
N-layer the smallest estimated parameter 7 for the 
coupling in the a-b  direction is 7"~ 5 and for cou- 
pling in the c-axis direction y ± ~  100 [19]. An es- 
timate of the carrier scattering at the SN boundary 
between the YBCO material and the isomorphous 
normal metal for the case of  atomically sharp and 
"'clean" HTS/N boundaries, according to ref. [18], 
results in: 

R~ ~ 10 -7 ~-~ClTI 2, R t~ ~ 10 - I t  ~~ClYI 2 , 

76- ~ 104 , 7~ ~20.  (4) 

For SNS structures with a low ohmic N-layer the the- 
ory mentioned describes the depression of the IcR, 
products and their temperature dependence 
satisfactorily. 

For the YBCO/PBCO/YBCO structures the prox- 
imity effect is quite different than in SNS structures 
with a low ohmic N-layer. Using the experimental 
data p,~0.3-3 f2cm, ~ ,~6X 10 -v cm and a bound- 
ary specific resistance Rb< 10 -8 f lcm 2 we find 

Y"~10 -4, 7~<10 - j  (5) 

So the depression of the superconducting properties 
of the YBCO layers due to contact with the nonsu- 
perconducting PBCO layer is negligible from the es- 

timation of the proximity effect parameters. The es- 
timate using eq. (3) strongly depends on the 
parameters used for the N-layer. We can suggest the 
existence of an (Y, Pr)BCO layer between the YBCO 
and PBCO layers. However, the boundary condi- 
tions are similar in the junctions with different bar- 
rier thicknesses. Thus, such an interdiffusion effect 
must be similar in all junctions and cannot explain 
the dependence of the junction parameters on the 
PBCO barrier thickness. 

The analysis of the proximity effect in HTS SNS 
structures has been made also by Deutscher and Si- 
mon using De Gennes boundary conditions [23]. 
Their conclusion about the advantage of the cou- 
pling through a low carrier density semiconductor 
layer agrees with this estimate of  the proximity effect 
parameters for YBCO/PBCO/YBCO structures. 

3.2. Models with localized electronic states in the 
barrier 

The presence of defect levels in the semiconduct- 
ing or insulating barrier can facilitate the current 
passage between the superconducting electrodes. De- 
pending on the thickness and the nature of the bar- 
rier, the concentration and location of impurities in 
the barrier - at the interface, in the middle of the 
barrier or having a periodic distribution across the 
barrier - different mechanisms of the resonant cur- 
rent passage can be realized [24-28 ]. 

In Halbritter's formulation [24] the localized 
states in an oxide layer adjacent to the metal elec- 
trodes hybridize with conclusion carriers forming in- 
terface states of different types. These states can 
change significantly the junction resistance at low 
voltage and weaken the supercurrent of  the junction. 
This model gives the following Jcp,  dependence on 
the barrier thickness L [25]: 

JcP, ~ e x p ( - a L ) ,  Jc ~ p ~ 2 ,  (6) 

which is close to the experimentally observed de- 
pendence in the grain boundary junctions. Mean- 
while, this model suggests a strong (exponential) de- 
pendence of the resonant tunneling current on the 
voltage (in the low voltage range V~< V*~ 5-20 mV) 
and on the temperature. A similar temperature de- 
pendence is predicted for resonant tunneling via pe- 
riodically arranged localized states in the barrier, ac- 
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cording to refs. [26] and [27]. Such periodically 
distributed impurities form a narrow impurity band 
with a width [ 26 ] 

B= nTln[(E¢ - -EF)/I  [In(ca3) ] I , (7) 

changing the dependence of the junction parameters 
on the barrier thickness [27]. In eq. (7) the barrier 
height is E~-EF, c is the density of the localized 
states, and aB is the Bohr radius of the impurity. 

The carriers can tunnel via impurity levels by ine- 
lastic scattering. This channel causes a nonsupercon- 
ducting current via the barrier changing the junction 
normal state resistance [24,28 ]. For a channel with 
n-impurity atoms the proper contributions is [28] 

a , . . .T  "-t2/~'+t~l e x p [ - - 2 L / ( n + l ) a B ]  . (8) 

In the tunnel junctions with impurity levels in the 
barrier the tunnel mechanism of current flow is ef- 
fective only at very low temperatures. An increase in 
temperature activates inelastic channels character- 
ized by a larger number of impurities. As can be seen 
from eq. (8),  a temperature independent contribu- 
tion is ensured only by an inelastic tunneling channel 
through one impurity center. 

3.3. Models with strong pair breaking states in the 
barrier 

oxygen depleted barrier or in the near-barrier region 
of HTS junctions. 

4. Discussion of the models and experimental 
results 

The low conductivity of the PBCO barrier layer in 
comparison with the YBCO layers leads to small 
proximity effect parameters (see eq. (5) ) .  The 
boundary conditions are similar in all examined 
junctions and do not affect strongly the barrier thick- 
ness dependence of the junction parameters. So the 
junction characteristics can be treated as being gov- 
erned by the barrier thickness and its nature. A small 
depression of the superconducting parameiers at the 
interface between the layers and a low boundary re- 
sistance are important features of the YBCO/PBCO/ 
YBCO ramp junctions. 

Figure 4 shows the dependence of the IcR, prod- 
ucts on the PBCO barrier thickness. The experimen- 
tal data are given by the squares. The solid line (a) 
is a fitting curve. Curves ( 1 ) and (2) are theoretical 
I~R, dependences for ),<< 1 and for different values 
of the ~.: 8 nm (curve 1 ) and 5 nm (curve 2). Better 
fitting is possible only at lower values of the coher- 
ence length ~, ~< 1-2 nm, which is consistent with the 

In the models described in section 3.2. the con- 
duction carriers interact with localized nonmagnetic 
impurity levels in the barrier or at the interface. If 
the localized states have a magnetic moment or if an- 
other strong pair breaking mechanisms is in effect, 
there is an additional strong destruction of the su- 
perconducting junction parameters. This pair break- 
ing can be described by introducing the character- 
istic time parameter 3" for electron scattering 
accompanied by spin reversal [29,30]. The effect of 
magnetic pair breaking on the IcR, product of SNS 
structures with transparent interface (low proximity 
effect parameters ~,<<1 and ~'b<<l) has been ana- 
lyzed in ref. [ 18 ]. For SNINS structures with similar 
interface conditions this effect has been analyzed in 
ref. [22]. The strong pair breaking centers in the 
YBCO/PBCO/YBCO junctions may be the Pr ions. 
In some types of HTS junctions the scattering and 
pair breaking may also be due to the localized un- 
compensated spin magnetic moments of Cu 2+ in the 
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Fig. 4. Dependence of  the I~R. products on the barrier thickness. 
Experimental data are marked by a box, fitted by a solid curve. 
Calculated IeR. (L)  dependences: the SNINS structure with ~,<< 1 
and ¢.:8 nm (curve 1 ) and 5 nm (curve 2); the SNINS structure 
with ~<< I, 3*= l/nTc and ~.:7 nm (curve 3) and 5 nm (curve 
4). 
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J¢ (L) dependence for barrier thicknesses L >i 10 nm. 
Two typical dependences of  the I~R° products on 

temperature are shown in fig. 5 as curves (a) and 
(b) (solid lines). For curve (a) we try to find the 
fitting curve by using the proximity effect theories 
[ 19,22 ]. Using l~Rn dependences from ref. [ 19 ] for 
SNS structures for L/l, = 2 and large values of  Yb we 
obtain curve 1 (dotted line). A large value of Yb is 
needed to explain the I~R, value at T = 4  K. The dis- 
crepancy with the experimental data (curve a) is 
large at all temperatures. Using the IcR,(T) depen- 
dence of SNINS structures for L/~,=2 and small 
values of Yb (dash-dotted line), the discrepancy is 
reduced especially at low temperatures but the agree- 
ment is still not satisfactory. The calculated IcR,(T) 
dependences for SNS or SNINS structures with a 
lowered IcRn product due to the proximity effect have 
a shape, which is different from the experimental 
ones. These results and the high critical temperature 
T¢o of the examined junctions also contradict the 
possible interdiffusion of Y and Pr atoms and for- 
mation of the SNINS structure with (Y, Pr)BCO N- 
layer. 

YBCO/PBCO/YBCO junctions posses a high spe- 
cific resistance of the barrier R,A ~ 10- 7_ 10- 5 f~ c m  2. 

For these resistance values the contribution of the 
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Fig. 5. Temperature dependences of the IcR. products of the 
junctions with PBCO barrier thicknesses: (a)  20 nm; (b)  8 nm. 
Experimental data are fitted by the solid lines. Curves 1-3 are 
calculated dependences for: ( 1 ) the SNS structure with L/~,=2 
and large Yb value; (2)  the SNINS structure with L / ~ , = 2  and 
y<< I: (3) the SNINS structure with L/~,= 1.5, y<< 1 and pair 
breaking parameter r*=  I DtT¢. 

resonant tunneling due to the defects in the barrier 
crystal structure is more effective than in low ohmic 
junctions. Nevertheless the resonant supercurrent 
passage gives a strong temperature and voltage de- 
pendence of the junction parameters. As shown in 
figs. 3 and 5, R,  was fairly temperature independent 
and Jc does not change exponentially with temper- 
ature. The I-V characteristics do not contain low- 
voltage anomalies, typical for resonant current tun- 
neling models. Also the Jc(R,A) dependence differs 
from that calculated by eq. (6).  So the contribution 
of the resonant supercurrent passage seems to be 
small in the examined junctions. 

The current passage with inelastic scattering on one 
effective impurity center seems to be possible in the 
studied structures with PBCO barrier thicknesses 
L ~ 8 - 2 0  nm. This mechanisms and the tunnel 
mechanisms give a temperature independent contri- 
bution to the junction conductivity. This contribu- 
tion can be due to the specific electrical transport be- 
havior of the PBCO material which is different from 
the other superconducting 1 : 2 : 3 compounds with a 
metallic-like resistance R(T). Nevertheless, an ine- 
lastic scattering mechanism cannot explain the ob- 
served dependence of the I¢R, products on temper- 
ature and the fast decrease of  the I~R, product with 
barrier thickness. 

A sufficiently good description of the I~R, (T) de- 
pendence and the values of  the I¢R, product at dif- 
ferent barrier thicknesses is obtained by taking into 
account the carrier scattering at the localized pair 
breaking centers in the barrier. We found good 
agreement with the experiment data using a model 
for SNINS structures with magnetic pair breaking in 
the barrier [22]. The calculated IcRn(T) depen- 
dence for SNINS structures with L/~,= 1.5, yb<< 1 
and a temperature independent pair breaking pa- 
rameter r*=  1/nTc is shown in fig. 5 as curve 3, 
dashed line. In addition, the calculated I~R,(L) de- 
pendence for ~ .=7  nm, y<< 1 and r*=  l/nT¢ (fig. 4, 
curve 3) fits the experimental data better than the 
other models. Thus, the pair breaking mechanism 
gives a strong temperature independent suppression 
of the I¢R. products which may explain our experi- 
mental data ofl~R.(T) and IcR.(L). 

Both effects - inelastic scattering and strong pair 
breaking in YBCO/PBCO/YBCO junctions - are 
due to the specific PBCO magnetic and electric 
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transport properties. For a further analysis and a 
quantitative description of  the junction behavior 
more information about the effect of  Pr on the be- 
havior of PBCO is needed. The electrical transport 
and magnetic properties of the (Y, Pr)BCO com- 
pound and the YBCO/PBCO superlattices are stud- 
ied intensively now, but the results are partially con- 
tradictory and not conclusive. Further study is 
necessary, especially with respect to the electrical 
transport mechanisms in HTS and related perov- 
skite structures, as well as the nature of the pair 
breaking effect in the (Y, Pr)BCO compound, 
YBCO/PBCO superlattices and YBCO/PBCO/  
YBCO Josephson junctions. 

The transport properties of the grain boundary 
junctions have been explained in ref. [25 ] by a model 
based on a insulating barrier at the grain boundary 
interface containing a large number of localized de- 
fects. The tunnel current passage in the junctions with 
a PBCO barrier is to be preferred if we compare the 
junction specific resistances of the grain boundary 
junctions and YBCO/PBCO/YBCO ramp junctions 
(fig. 2). The effect of the defect impurity levels in 
the barrier may be also different. In the GBJ these 
defects are created by a disordered high angle grain 
boundary, while in the YBCO/PBCO/YBCO ramp 
junctions the current is established by the passage 
through the PBCO layer. The interfaces between 
YBCO and PBCO layers weakly affect the YBCO/ 
PBCO/YBCO junction characteristics. 

5. Summary 

The present study of the YBCO/PBCO/YBCO 
junctions with and without PBCO barrier shows that 
the characteristics of these structures are determined 
by the thickness of the PBCO barrier and its nature. 
The boundary resistance Rb and the depression of 
the YBCO superconducting parameters near the in- 
terface are negligible for the fabrication process used 
and do not affect strongly the junction behavior. Dif- 
ferent models of the reduction of the IcR, product 
are discussed to describe the YBCO/PBCO/YBCO 
junctions characteristics. The dependence of the I~R, 
products on barrier thickness and temperature dif- 
fers from the expected dependences of SNS or SNINS 
structures with strong proximity effect. The resonant 

tunneling via impurity levels cannot give a large con- 
tribution to the junction supercurrent Jc for the 
PBCO barrier thicknesses used. Nevertheless, a con- 
tribution to the junction conductivity by resonant 
tunneling with inelastic scattering at one impurity 
center cannot be excluded. Good agreement with the 
experimental dependence of the I~Rn product on 
temperature and barrier thickness is obtained if a 
strong pair breaking mechanism in the barrier is 
taken into account. The effect of praseodymium on 
the electric transport in the PBCO material needs 
further study. 
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